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An update from the Swedish Neuroscience Institute

Spring 2009

Movements in Deep Brain Stimulation
Q&A with three leAders
of the swedish dBs progrAm
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Deep brain stimulation can be considered a “brain
pacemaker,” which restores neurological function by
interfering with abnormal electrical impulses in patients with conditions such as Parkinson’s disease.
DBS has already helped thousands of patients with
movement disorders, and now there are some promising new indications.
The DBS program at Swedish Neuroscience Institute
provides this treatment option to dozens of patients
with Parkinson’s disease each year. BrainWaves asked
three leaders of the DBS program to describe this remarkable technology. Susie Ro, M.D., SNI Neurology,
is a movement disorders specialist who determines patient eligibility for DBS. SNI neurosurgeon Pete Nora,
M.D., performs the exacting neurosurgical procedure
in which electrodes are introduced into a targeted
region deep within the brain. Peggy Shortt, M.N.,
ARNP, and her nurse practitioner colleagues, perform
microelectrode recording and intra-operative testing
during the DBS electrode implantation, and postoperatively direct the programming of the fully implanted
neurostimulation system.

Deep brain stimulation is a highly specialized treatment that can
improve the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, and also shows great
promise with many other disorders. The leaders of the Swedish DBS
team include, from left to right, Ryder Gwinn, M.D., Peggy Shortt,
M.N., ARNP, Susie Ro, M.D., and Peter Nora, M.D.

patients who have severe stiffness or slowness, as well
as those who cannot tolerate the side effects of high
doses of medication, are also potential candidates.
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BW: How would you describe the ideal DBS
candidate with Parkinson’s disease?

Ro: Some causes of parkinsonism, such as progressive
supranuclear palsy (PSP) and Lewy body disease, do
not do well with DBS. Therefore, the foremost criteria
for the ideal candidate for DBS for Parkinson’s disease
should be a clear diagnosis.
Ideal candidates should also have a robust response
to levodopa, because symptoms that improve with
levodopa (e.g., tremors, stiffness and slowness) also
improve with DBS. Patients who have a lot of dyskinesias (i.e., abnormal movements caused by levodopa) or
wearing-off phenomenon (i.e., needing doses more often than every three to four hours) can have less severe
ups and downs, and more “on” time with DBS. Some

BW: What symptoms do not improve with DBS?

Ro: Symptoms that do not improve with levodopa,
including some types of balance, speech and memory
problems, do not improve with DBS. If a patient cannot walk on their best on-medicine day, DBS will not
fix that problem.
We are cautious about patients approaching 80 years
of age. Although there is no set age cutoff, younger
patients do better in general.
Additionally, the best candidates will be in the middle stage of their disease and functioning well when
their medications are working, and have realistic
expectations, a good support system and easy access to
programming.
DBS is not a last-resort treatment for end-stage
PD. Patients with uncontrolled depression, anxiety,
memory loss or severe medical problems are at high
risk of complications following surgery.
(Continued on page 2)
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case study

Czech Republic Service Provider
Uses Motorola wi4 Fixed Equipment
and Motorola IPTV Technology
to Deliver Triple Play Services
service provider overview: Mattes ad, spol. s r.o.
Established in 1991 as an IT company, Mattes AD began offering Internet
connectivity to residents and enterprises in the Czech Republic in 1996, making
it one of the first Internet service providers in the region. In the spring of 2004,
the company installed Motorola’s wi4 Fixed products and began offering its Internet
services almost exclusively on the Canopy wireless broadband platform using
the brand name 802.cz. In 2005, Mattes AD introduced VoIP across the Canopy
platform. In 2006, Mattes AD introduced IPTV service via fiber-to-the-home using
Motorola’s IPTV technology, making it a triple-play leader in the region.
the challenge: to deliver an interference-resistant wireless broadband voice
and data service to a large number of residents and businesses.
It was 2004, and Czech service provider Mattes was looking for an alternative
to ADSL technology that could cost-effectively deliver connectivity to thousands
of Internet customers. The company considered several WiFi solutions and even
some pre-WiMAX solutions, but trials with these technologies failed in a dense
environment, as these technologies could not handle the high level of interference
experienced in densely populated areas.
Luckily for Mattes, regulators in the Czech Republic had just opened up new
frequency bands at 5 GHz for general use. The savvy Internet service provider
saw an opportunity to get out of the 2.4 GHz band—which was saturated with
WiFi users—and install an interference-resistant, cost-effective wireless solution
at 5 GHz.
the solution: a 5 GHz wireless broadband solution that delivered high
quality of service and could provide a foundation for triple-play services
by supporting high-speed data, voice and even some video.
The company found the interference resistance it required in Motorola’s
MOTOwi4 wireless broadband product portfolio. Motorola’s 5.4 GHz Canopy
equipment provided Mattes with the perfect balance between cost and
performance. The Motorola equipment made it easy for the service provider
to quickly add more equipment as it grew, which was in stark contrast to the
inability of WiFi equipment to scale. And it was amazingly resistant to interference.

custOMeR PROFILe
service Provider
Mattes AD, spol. s r.o.
the Czech Republic
Industry
Service Provider
MOtOwi4 solution
• wi4 Fixed Solutions
• 5.4 GHz Canopy Access
Points and Subscriber
Modules
• High-Speed PTP
600 Ethernet Bridges
solution features
• High-speed wireless
broadband connectivity
• Superior interference
resistance
• Ability to support voice,
data and some video
services provided
• Data
• VoIP
• Email
• Video surveillance
• Web browsing
• Remote data collection
Benefits to end customer
• Superior interference
resistance for quality
service delivery
• Ease of deployment
• Efficient monitoring

and management
Mattes installed the Canopy products in the spring of 2004 and began offering
of customers
Internet connectivity services under the brand name 802.cz that same year.
Voice over IP (VoIP) services soon followed in 2005, and in 2006, Mattes introduced • Cost-effective support
of a large number of users
IPTV service as well using fiber-to-the-home and Motorola IPTV technology
(see sidebar). Today, Mattes even uses the wireless broadband network for some
video applications such as video surveillance.
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In today’s competitive environment,
our customer’s need for a comprehensive
set of freight railcar products and support
services is exactly what Greenbrier Rail
Services provides.

What we know today as The Greenbrier Companies began in 1914 as Gunderson.
With its sites set on innovative ideas that would keep the company moving forward,
Gunderson grew, believing that dedication to a superior product line and exceeding
customer expectations were the ways to succeed. Since those days, we continue to
challenge ourselves to follow three simple but powerful core values: Integrity, Respect
for People, and Excellence.

The Greenbrier Companies offers complete freight car solutions, including:
ÿ Innovative leasing, financing, and fleet management services.
ÿ Premium railcar repair, wheel, maintenance, and refurbishment services
as well as railcar component part manufacturing.
ÿ High quality railcar manufacturing in facilities located in the United States,
Mexico, and Poland.

Our customers have known Gunderson Rail Services as a full-service repair company

Along with these comprehensive services, Greenbrier brings its world-class customer

providing repair, refurbishment, and wheel and axle services. Now, as Greenbrier Rail

service and unwavering commitment to success.

Services, we bring the strength of The Greenbrier Companies’ integrated services.
We understand the rail industry.
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Included in this brochure:
Greenbrier Rail Services offers an expanded network of

1 Repair

Refurbishment and Maintenance facilities strategically located
across North America.

River Miami Hodge Kansas City Lewistown
Ceylan Tialnepantla Empire Omaha Pine
Bluff Brandon Tinley
Repair Park Eureka Orland
Park Poland San Antonio San Bernardino
Springfield Tacoma Topeka Tucson
YoungstownBirmingham Portland Lake
Oswego Omaha Atchison San Antonio
Chehalis Chicago Heights Cleburne
Greenbrier Rail Services offers a growing network
Corsicana Chicago
Dothan
Finley
of over 20 repair
facilities strategically
locatedGolden
across
North America.
Green River Miami Hodge Kansas City
Lewistown Ceylan Tialnepantla Empire
Services provided include:
Omaha Pine Bluff
Brandon Tinley Park
Eureka Orland Park Poland San Antonio
San Bernardino Springfield Tacoma
Topeka Tucson YoungstownBirmingham
Our facilities offer a variety of refurbishment capabilities incorporating work on covered hoppers,
open top hoppers, boxcars, gondolas, double-stack cars, tank cars, and all types of flatcars.

From the performing the simplest running repair to rebuild programs and in-house engineered
projects, Greenbrier Rail Services is prepared to meet your requirements.
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Rail Services companies, complement our

2 Parts

Refurbishment and Maintenance network of shops.

ÿ Complete railcar repairs

ÿ Complete engineering services

ÿ Development of the scope of work

ÿ Technical services for refurbishment, heavy repairs, scheduled maintenance programs
ÿ Wreck repair and mobile repair

Greenbrier Rail Services provides complete wheel and
axle service and maintenance to customers around

3 Wheels and Axles

the world.

ÿ Blast, paint, and stencil

ÿ Certified tank car repair, cleaning, and testing
ÿ Component part sales

ÿ Roller bearing mounting

List of locations and services offered.

4 Locations
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